The Tech

The daily liquid which demands a large consumption in Paris is the U.S. forbidden Perlrod. Made of abisile, it is the strongest drink known in the civilized world, excepting perhaps Peruvian Pisco.

A Perlrod drinker never drives after a couple of the liquorice-flavored smooth poison. If one is "on the road" one should abandon his Perlrod brother Brioche. Both of these drinks are dark gold in color, but will turn milky on addition of hydrogen oxide. Their high proportion of alcohol makes them perfect for the "fancy drinks": Whoa! In the exercises, cheap, good and compgradable. The provence of Bordeaux houses terrific white wines and good red ones. The new and mellower Bordeaux are unaccountably fish and chicken; though people who consume four or five bottles per meal should switch to Brioche, Grove and eventually Chablis.

Red clerks and the region are satisfactory; but the best region for red wines in France is Bourgogne. For intermediates seek such as ducks, geese, rabbit, the best type is an iron oxide Rambourgue Bourgogne. For wines these vary; but you are right out of 4-5 times if you pick 1537, 1949, 1954 or 1961.

Vispoint on Education

Is there one thing that distinguishes European education from that in this country perhaps it is this: the active part the European student takes in formulating his academic environment (national environment, too).

Students in this country have the attitude that they can do nothing—and what is a more basic fault, care to do nothing—to influence the type of education they receive. They refer not to enter into any intimate association with, or personalize their contact with a university. The integral part that the European students focus in their schools is apparent in the not infrequent demonstrations that one reads about. For instance, last December there were protests marches all over France in an effort to divert more money to the universities. The students’ response to his unsatisfactory academic environment and curriculum was action.

In the United States, though it is hard to make any generalization because of the great difference among schools (as a MIT exchange student from Chalmers Tech- nical High school said: "There is a top level in American education and there is a bottom, and that bottom lies pretty low.") students are more cautious and conservative. And concerning national and international missions, his attitude is no longer conservation but rather apathy.

This withdrawal from active participation in education—from being part in the system to a part under the option—is a trend that parallels the evolution of the so-called Organization Man. A trend in which the individual’s role in the corporation and the student’s role in the university become equivalent.

This is a problem of changing values in which the excelling and stimulating participation in education (as an ad- vantage) has given way to a faculty orientation and security needs. In the same way that work motivation has changed in this country in the last decades, education motivation has changed too. David Riesman said, the American student can envision the future non-work side of his life with greater detail than does the European student. For the career side, societal relations are important to students, and that almost all seniors are either married, engaged, or forested marrying.

The ex-University of Chicago professor thinks that student want a status-wage type, college educated wife (ah, the eternal Wellesley girl), not the silent childbearer of the educational machine is not the monolithic impregnable organism it might seen to be, but rather something that is typically adolescent and indistinguishable from probably most American students in admission offices I. A. F.

Under the Table With Alberte Turtle

It may come as a surprise to many amnon at the constant repetition in this column, but it is a well known fact that in the search for delicacies, hawks know anything about the qualities and shortcomings of the finest wines and liquors.

The News Board

There was a Gurber report on this matter; it is a good idea to give at this late date a report on what our Beaver tourists should consume on leaving Stew’ Motel’s Ely Hall.

The King of Fourth Drinks is Champagne which comes from the region of the same name. Brand is essential for a Fourth Drink, and the good ones are Chandon; Dr. Pommery is the number one to pick. However, it depends on tastes and circumstances. With oysters, Piper Heidsiek is the brand to go for. If the twenty dollar a bottle of Ornage is not to your liking, then in general, the average drinker will not have the cash or will be in the circumstances where Cham- pagne is the thing to drink.